We consider a generalization of Heilbronn's triangle problem by asking, given any integers n > k > 3, for the supremum zXk(n) of the minimum area determined by the convex hull of some k of n points in the unit-square [0, 1] 2, where the supremum is taken over all distributions of n points in [0, 1] 2.
The triangle problem of Heilbronn asks for a distribution of n points in the unit-square [0, 1] 2 (or unit-ball) such that the minimum area of a triangle determined by three of these n points is as large as possible. Let Aa(n) denote the supremum of the minimum area of a triangle among n points, where the supremum is taken over all distributions of n points in [0, 1] 2. For primes n the points 1/n. (i mod n,i 2 rood n), i = 0,...,n-
1,
on the moment-curve yield zX3(n) = ~(1/n2). While for some time this lower bound on &3(n) was believed to be also the upper bound, Komlds, Pintz and Szemer6di [11] showed that &3(n) = f~(logn/n2); see [5] for a deterministic polynomial time algorithm achieving this lower bound on &3(n). Upper bounds on Aa(n) were given by Roth [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and Sehmidt [20] and, improving these earlier results, the currently best upper bound A3(n) = 0(2c'/i5~/n8/7), where c > 0 is a constant, is due to Komlds, Pintz and Szemer6di [10] . Recently, Jiang, Li and Vitany [9] showed with methods from Kolmogorov complexity theory that if n points are distributed uniformly at random and independently of each other in the unit-square [0, 1] 2, then the expected value of the minimum area of a triangle formed by some three of these n random points is equal to O(1/n3).
Variants of Heilbronn's triangle problem in higher dimensions were investigated by Barequet [2, 3] , who -'~-ult/it fiir Informatik, Technical University Chenmitz, D-09107 Chemnitz, Germany. lefmann@informatik.tu-chemnitz.de considered the volumes of simplices in the d-dimensional unit-cube [0, 11 d, see also [13] , [14] and Brass [6] .
A generalization of Heilbronn's triangle problem to k-gons, see Schmidt [20] , asks, given a fixed integer k > 3, to maximize the minimum area of the convex hull of any k points in a distribution of n points in the unitsquare [0, 1] 2. In particular, let Ak(n) be the supremum of the minimum area of the convex hull determined by some k of n points, where the supremum is taken over all distributions of n points in [0, 1] 2.
For k = 4, Schmidt [20] proved the lower bound &4(n) = ft(1/na/2). In extending this result, BertralnKretzberg, Hofmeister and this author [5] gave a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, which finds, given any fixed integer k > 3, for each integer n _> k a configm'ation of n points in [0, 1] 2 achieving the lower bound
Z~k(~t) = ~(1/:rz(k-X)/(k-2)).
Very recently this author [12] improved the lower bound of Schmidt [20] fox' the case k = 4 to zX4(n) = f~((logn)l/2/n3/2), but the proof does not seem to extend to arbitrary integers k > 3.
Here we will improve for fixed integers k _> 3 the lower bound Ak(n) = f~(1/n (k-1)/(k-2)) from [5] and from Schmidt [20] for k = 4 by a factor of O((log n)1/(k-2)) with probabilistic arguments, as asked for in [5] : THEOREM 1.1.
Let k > 3 be a fixed integer. For integers n > k it is
(log n)1/(k-2) "~ (1.1) zXk(n) = ~
n(k_l)/(k_2) ] .
We also provide a deterministic polynomial time algorithm -to some extent by derandomizing the arguments for proving Theorem 1.1 -which achieves the lower bound (1. 
Although the mathematics in connection with Heilbronn-type problems seems to be hard, these problelns are of interest fi'om the algorithmic point of view as one can test the power of certain algorithmic methods with these problems, i.e. here we will use an approach by approximating the independence number of linear (or uncrowded) hypergraphs. There is some vague indication that perhaps our algorithm finds an asymptotically best possible distribution of points, but so far only the simple ripper bound A~(n) = O(1/n) is known, compare [20] .
2 A Lower Bound on &k(n).
For distinct points P, Q • [0,1] 2 let PQ denote the line through P and Q and let [P,Q] denote the segment between P and Q. Let dist (P, Q) denote the Euclidean distance between P and Q. For points Pt,.-.,Pt [0, 112 let area (P~,..., Pt) be the area of the convex hull of P1,..., Pt-A strip centered at the line PQ of width w is the set of all points in N2 which have distance at most w/2 from the line PQ.
First we observe the following simple facts. Pw@ Given the distinct points P,R E [0, 1] 2 with P <-lax R, by Lemma 2.2 all points Q with area (P, Q, R) < A lie in a strip centered at the line PR of width 4 -A/dist (P, R). The condition P _<l~x Q <_fez R defines a parallelogram of area 4-A.
[] In the following we will prove Theorem 1.1. Indeed, the proof yields a randomized algorithm as will be seen.
Proof. Let k > 3 be a fixed integer and let n _> k be any integer. For some constant a > 0, which will be specified later, we select uniformly at random arid independently of each other N := n 1+~ points P1,..., PN from the unit-square [0, 1] 2.
For fixed 1 < il < ... < ik <_ N we will give an upper bound on the probability that area (Pix,..., Pig:) _< A, where A > 0 is some real number, which will be specified later. 
Our aim is to find in the random hypergraph G = G(A) = (V, gk) a large independent set I _C V. This independent set I yields a subset P(I) = {Pi [ i c I} C {Pl,..., PN} of points in [0, 1] 2 of the same size III such that for every choice of k distinct points fl'om the set P(I) the area of their convex hull is bigger than A. To guarantee the existence of a large independent set in ~, we will use the following result of Ajtai, Koml6s, Pintz, Spencer and Szemer~di [t], see also [4] , [7] , and [8] . We will prove the existence of a certain linear induced subhypergraph ~* of the hypergraph G = (V, gk), to which we can apply Theorem 2.1. To do so, we will show first that in our random hypergraph G the expected numbers of (2,j)-cycles, j = 2,..., k -1, are not too big.
2.1
(2,j)-Cycles. Set Do := N -z for some constant/3 > 0, which will be fixed later. In the following we will condition on the event D that each two distinct random points Pi and Pj under consideration have Euclidean distance at least Do.
For a suitable constant c > 0 we set (log n) 1/(k-2) (2.5) A := c. n(k_l)/(k_2) .
Next we will show upper bounds on the expected numbers E[s2,j(G I D)] of (2,j)-cycles, j = 2,..., k -1, in the k-uniform hypergraph G = (V, Ek), conditioned on the event D.
Proof. We estimate the probability that (2k-j) points, distributed uniformly at random and independently of each other in [0, 1] 2, form two k-gons, which have j points in common and where the area of the convex hull of each k-gon is at most A. There are (2kj-j) possibilities to choose j points, say P1,...,Pj, which both k-gons have in common, and then (k-S)2k-2J/2 possibilities to extend P1,..., P3 to two k-gons. Let the two k-gons be given by P1,.
•., Pk and P1,...,Pj,Qj+i,...,Qk with area(P1,...,Pk) --< A and area (P1,.
•.,/:~, Qj+i,..., Qk) ~--A, where P1 <_lex
The point Pa can be anywhere in We consider the k-gon PI,..., Pk. In case (i) both points P1 and Pj are lexicographicalty extremal for the k-gon P1,..., Pk. By Lemma 2.3 all points Pj+i,..., Pk are contained in a parallelogram of area 4 • A, which happens with probability at most (2.7) (4. A) k-j .
In case (ii), exactly one point, P1 or Pj, say P~, is lexicographically extremal for the k-gon P1,..., Pk. By Lemma 2.2, the second lexicographically extremal point P" is contained in the set S*, which happens with pr0bability at most 4 • v/2 -A/r. Given the point P", by Lemma 2.3 all other points Pj+I,..., Pk ~ P" are contained in a parallelogram of area 4 -A, which happens with probability at most (4. A) k-j-l, hence the probability in case (ii) is at most
Now we consider case (iii), i.e. neither point P1 nor point Pj is lexicographically extremal for the k-gon P1,...,Pk. Since area (P1,...,Pk) _< A, by Lemma 2.2 both lexicographically extremal points P' and P" are contained in the strip S centered at the line P1Pj of width 4 • A/r. The probability that P' E S and dist (P1, P') c [s, s + ds], conditioned on the event ~D, hence Do _< s < x/2, is given by the difference of the areas of the balls with center P1 and with radii (s + ds) and s, respectively, intersected with the strip S. We claim ttlat by our choice of/3 > 0 the circle with center P1 and radius s > Do intersects the boundaries of the strip S of width 4 • A/v in four points R _<lex R' and R" _<lez R". To see this, we prove that s > 2 • A/v, i.e. with r, s > Do it suffices to show that Do > 2 • A/Do.
With (2.5) and Do = N -~ for some constant/3 > 0 we have
(k -2). (1 + '
which holds by assumption. Let a(s) be the angle between the lines P~R and PiR'. The difference of the areas of the balls with center P1 and with radii (s + ds) and s, respectively, intersected with the strip S is at most 2.
2"71"
2-A 16.A < 8.--.sds=--ds, T'8 T --.
7r. sds <_ 8. sin(a(s)/2), sds <
where we used c~/2 < sina for a < 1, as by (2.9) we have sin(a(s)
Given the lexicographically extremal point P' with dist (P1, P') = s, by Lemma 2.2 the second lexicographically extremal point P" is contained in a strip centered at the line PiP' of width 4 -A/s, which happens with probability at most 4. v/2 • A/s. Given the lexicographically extremal points P' and P", by Lemma 2.3 all points Fj+i,..., Pk ~ P', P" lie in a parallelogram of area 4 -A, which happens with probability at most (4" A) k-j-2, hence, conditioned on the event D, the probability in case (iii) is at most
Summarizing cases (i), (ii), (iii) by (2.7), (2.8), (2.10) and using r _< x/~, we obtain the following upper bound on the probability Prob (area (P1,..-,Pk) -< A IP1,...,Fj and D): 
• 71" • 7'dT Thus, for constants c2j > 0, j = 2,..., k -1, we obtain with (2.12) for the expected numbers E[s2,j(6179)] of (2, j)-cycles in G, conditioned on the event :D: 
(2.17)
Using (2.15), the average degree t k-1 of the hypergraph 6 = ~(A) = (V, gk) satisfies
With probability p := N~/to < 1, where 0 < e < a/(1 +a) is a constant, we pick uniformly at random and independently of each other vertices from V. Let V* c V be the random set of the picked vertices and let ~* = (V*,E~.) with g~ := gk n [V*] k be the resulting random induced subhypergraph of ~. By (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) we obtain for the expected numbers of vertices, edges, (2, j)-cycles, j = 2,..., k -1, conditioned on the event D, and pairs of points with distance at most Do in G*, for some constants c',c~.,c'2,j, cp' > 0: Proof. Using (2.18), (2.20) , (2.5) and N = n '+a with a > 0 a constant we conclude for j = 2,..., k -1:
s2,,(6" I z~) = o(IV*l)
[] Next we will prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof. To provide a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, which, given a fixed integer k > 3, finds n points in the unit-square [0, 1] 2 that achieve the lower bound
, we discretize the search space [0, 1] 2 by considering the standard T x T-grid, where T = n 1+~ for some constant cx > 0, which will be specified later. However, with this discretization we now have to take care of collinear triples of grid-points in the T x T-grid.
We proceed similarly as in Section 2, but with some crucial differences due to the occurring collinear triples of grid-points. For some real number A > 0, which will be specified later, we form a hypergraph 6 = 6(A) = (V, E3 ° U gk) containing 3-element and kelement edges. The vertex-set V consists of the T 2 gridpoints from the T x T-grid. The edge-sets Ea ° and fk are defined as follows. For grid-points P, Q, R c V in the T x T-grid let {P, Q, R} E E3 ° if and only if P, Q, R are on a line. Moreover, for grid-points P1,...,Pk C V in the T x T-grid let {P1,..-,Pk} C gk if and only if no three grid-points of P1,...,Pk are collinear and area (P~,...,Pk) --< A. Notice that for k = 3 we distinguish two types of 3-element edges in G. We are looking for a large independent set I C_ V in the hypergraph G = (V, ga ° U gk), as an independent set I C_ V in ~ corresponds to III many grid-points in the T x T-grid, such that the area of the convex hull of each k distinct from these III grid-points is bigger than A.
We will use the following algorithmic version of Theorem 2.1 of Bertram-Kretzberg and this author [4] , compare also Fundia [8] .
THEOREM 3.1. Let 6 = (V,E) be a k-uniform linear hypergraph with average degree t k-1 := k. IEI/IVI. Then one can find for any 5 > 0 in time O(IV I + IEI + IVI3/t 3-~) an independent set I c V with [I[ = f~((IVI/t ) . (logt)l/(k-1)).
To find a suitable induced subhypergraph of G = G (A) = (V, £3°Ugk) to which Theorem 3.1 can be applied and yields a solution with the desired quality, we first count carefully the numbers 1£3°1 and Igkl of 3-and kelement edges, respectively, and the numbers of 2-cycles arising from £k in the hypergraph G. Then in a certain induced subhypergraph G* of G we will destroy in one step all induced 3-element edges from £3 ° and all 2-cycles arising fi'om £k. The resulting induced subhypergraph G** of G* is k-uniform and linear, and then we will apply the algorithm fi'om Theorem 3.1 to G**.
We use a lexieogrnphic order _<lcx on the grid-points in the T x T-grid: for grid-points P = (Pz,Py) and Q = (q=, %) let P _<zc= Q :'~---~ (p= < q~) or (p~ = q= and py < qy) .
For integers h and s let god (h, s) >_ 0 denote the greatest common divisor of h and s. For distinct grid-points P = (p~,py) and Q = (qx,qy) in the T x T-grid with P _<z~= Q there are exactly (gcd (qx -Px, q u -Py) -1) grid-points on the segment [P, Q] excluding P and Q.
We will use the following result fi'om [5] . Let h, s ¢ 0. A grid-point P = (Px, Py) in the T x Tgrid can be chosen in at most T 2 ways. Given the gridpoint P, a pair (s, h) of integers, where without loss of generality 1 <_ h < s _< T, determines the grid-point R = (Px + S,py + h). Those pairs (s, h) of integers with 1 _< -h < s < T or 1 <_ s < Ihl _< T will be taken into account by an additional constant factor c' _> 1 using rotation symmetry.
LEMMA 3.1. For distinct grid-points P = (p~,py) and R = (rx,'ry) with P -<rex R in the 7' x T-grid, where s := rx -Px _> 0 and h := ry -p9, the following hold: ( a) There are at most 4. A grid-points Q in tile T x Tgrid such that ( i) P ~_lex Q ~lex R, and ( ii) P, Q, R are not collinear, and (iii) area (P, Q, R) < n. ( b) The number of grid-points Q in the TxT-grid which fulfill only conditions (ii), (iii) from (a) is at most 12.A-T/s for s > 0 (and at most 12-A.T/Ih
Having fixed the grid-points P and R, on the segment [P, R] there are at most god (h, s) grid-points Q excluding P and R, hence with P _<l~z Q _<Zcx R there are at most god (h, s) choices for the grid-point Q such that P, Q, R are collinear. Thus, for constants c3, d > 0 the number of collinear triples in the T x Tgrid is bounded fl'om above by
. There exists a constant ck > O, such that the number I£kl of k-element edges in the hypergraph G = 6(A) = (V,g~ U £k) satisfies
Proof. We count the number I£kl of (unordered) ktuples P1, • .., Pk of distinct grid-points in the T x T-grid with area (P1,..-, Pk) _< A, where no three of the gridpoints P1,...,Pk are collinear. We may assmne that
~_lex Pk. For P1 = (Pl,x,Pl,y) and Pk = (Pk,x,Pk,y) let s := Pk,z --Pl,x _> 0 and h := Pk,y -Pl,y. By rotation symmetry, which we take into account by an additional constant factor d > 1, we may assume that0<h<s<Tands>0.
There are T 2 choices for the grid-point P1 = (Pl,x,Pl,y). Given the grid-point P1, a pair (s,h) ¢ (0,0) of integers with 0 < h < s < T determines the grid-point Pk = (PLx + s, Pl,v + h). By Lemma 2.1 we have area (P1,Pj,Pk) _< A for j = 2,...,k -1. Given the grid-points P1 and Pk, since P1 _<te~ Pj _<rex Pk for j = 2,..., k -1 and since no three of the grid-points P1,..., Pk are collinear, by Lemma 3.1(a) there are at most 4. A choices for each grid-point P3, hence at most (4.A) ~-2 choices for the grid-points P2,--., Pk-;. Thus, for constants d, c~ > 0 we obtain for the number ]£~] of k-element edges in the hypergraph G an upper bound of By (3.27) the average degree t k-1 of the hypergraph = (V,g~Ugk) for the k-element edges E E £k satisfies
3.1 (2, j)-Cycles. Let s2,j(6;gk) denote the numbers of (2,j)-cycles, j = 2,..., k -1, which arise from gk in the hypergraph 6 = (V, C~ U Ek). As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, for a kgon P1,..., Pk let us denote its lezicographically extremal points by P',P" C {P1,...,Pk}, i.e. P' _<l¢x PI , . . . , Pk _<Z~x P".
Given the grid-points P1 _<lex ... _<lex Pj, there are three possibilities for each k-gon P1,.-.,Pk and P~,..., Pj, %+1,---, Qk:
(i) either both grid-points P1 and Pj are lexicographically extremal, or
(ii) exactly one grid-point, P1 or Pj, is lexicographitally extremal, or (iii) none of the grid-points P1, Pj is lexicographically extremal.
We consider the k-gon P1,...,Pk. In case (i) the grid-points P1 and Pj are lexicographically extremal for P1,...,Pk, hence P1 _<z¢x Pj+i,...,Pk _<l~x Pj.
By Lemma 3.1(a), since area (P1,Pi, Pj) <-A, i = j + 1,..., k, and no three of the grid-points Pt,-•., Pk are collinear, there are at most 4. A choices for each point Pi, hence in case (i) the number of choices for the grid-points Pj+l,..., Pk is at most
In case (ii) exactly one of the grid-points P1 or Pj, say P', is lexicographically extremal for P1,.-., Pk. By Lemma 3.1(b) there are at most 12. A. T/s choices for the second lexicographically extremal grid-point P". Having fixed the grid-point P", by Lennna 3.1(a) there are at most 4. A choices for each grid-point Pj+i,-..,Pk # P", hence in case (ii) the number of choices for the grid-points Pj+i,..., Pk is at most Having chosen the lexicographically extremal grid-points P' and P", for the remaining grid-points Pj+i,..-,Pk ¢ P', P" there are at most (4-A) k-j-2 choices by Lemma 3.1(a). Hence we obtain in case (iii) the following upper bound on the number of choices for the grid-points Pj+l, . . . , Pk:
Altogether, by (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32) with s < T, the number of choices for the grid-points Pj+l,..., Pk is at most This probabilistic argument can be turned into a deterministic polynomial time algorithm by using the method of conditional probabilities. Namely, for j = 2,...,k -1, let Cj be the (multi-)set of all (2k -j)-element subsets E tO E ~ of V such that the pair {E, E ~} of k-element edges E,E ~ ~ gk yields a (2,j)-cycle in ~. We enumerate the vertices of the T x T-grid by Since ~** is linear we can apply Theorem 3.1 and, using (3.34), we find for any 6 > 0 in time o (IEFI + Iv**13 To decide, whether our algorithm yields optimal solutions, one needs corresponding upper bounds. However, at present for fixed integers k >_ 4 only ,&k(n) = O(1/n) is known, see Schmidt [20] . Moreover, it might be of interest to obtain nontrivial results for the on-line situation, where the number n of points in [0, 1] 2 is not given in advance.
